Caulking Applicators

59-102
Half Pipe Caulking Applicator HPS65
- Hardened push rod
- Hardened ratchet teeth push rod
- For cartridges 310ml/10.5 fl oz
- Color: Blue

59-113
Half Pipe Caulking Applicator HPS44
- Low weight synthetic tool
- Metal thrust block
- Rotary carriage
- Comfort grip handle
- For cartridges 310ml/10.5 fl oz
- Color: Red/Black

59-104
Half Pipe Caulking Applicator HPS56
- Rotary carriage
- Ladder hook
- Anatomically shaped trigger
- For cartridges 310ml/10.5 fl oz
- Color: Red/Black

59-155
Caulking Applicator
- Rotary carriage and ladder hook
- High density sintered thrust block 10mm
- Heat treated (hardened) pushing rod
- Black aluminum handle + aluminum trigger
- Maximum pushing power: 4,000N
- For high viscosity dispensing material
- 900ml cartridge/28 fl oz
- Trigger ratio: 18:1

HPS Series Barrel Applicators and Accessories

59-159
Aluminium Barrel Applicator HPS400-A
- Rotary barrel
- Strong catch plate
- Stabile aluminium screw caps
- Anatomically shaped trigger
- For cartridges 310ml/10.5 fl oz, 400ml/11.6 fl oz
- Sausages 400ml/11.6 fl oz, 600ml/20.2 fl oz
- Color: Silver/Black

59-108
Aluminium Barrel Applicator HPS600-A
- Rotary barrel
- Strong catch plate
- Stabile aluminium screw caps
- Anatomically shaped trigger
- For cartridges 310ml/10.5 fl oz, 400ml/11.6 fl oz, 600ml/20.2 fl oz
- Color: Silver/Black

XP - Delta

59-176
XP-DELTA
- Extremely Durable.
- Rotary Carriage and Ladder Hook.
- Rubber-Coated Handle and Trigger.
- Activatable NON-DRIP function.
- NEW Switchable Trigger Ratios 25:1 and 12:1.
- Delta Catch Plate.

59-150
Caulking Applicator
- For heavy-duty applications
- Rotary carriage and ladder hook
- Rubber-coated handle and trigger
- Anti-corrosive performance
- Integrated tip-cutter
- Activatable dripless function
- Trigger ratio 19:1
- 310ml cartridge/10.5 fl oz

59-145
Aluminium Barrel Cap
- Sturdy screw caps made of aluminium
- For 59-159 & 59-108
- Color: Black

59-127
Tube Nozzle
- Solid nozzle for application of sausage material
- For 59-159 & 59-108
- Color: White

59-142
Push Plate Regular
- Push plate made of plastic
- For 59-159 & 59-108
- Color: White
**X7 & FX7 Series Applicators and Accessories**

**59-152**
Skeleton Caulking Applicator X7
- Hexagonal push rod
- Dripless function
- Ladder hook
- Built-in puncture tool
- Trigger ratio 7:1
- For cartridges 310ml/10.5 fl oz
- Color: Black

**59-105**
Half Pipe Caulking Applicator FX7-90
- Rotary carriage and ladder hook
- Rubber-coated handle and trigger
- Multiple-strength thrust block (resistance 6000N)
- Double slide bearings for smooth-running function
- For high viscosity dispensing material
- Trigger ratio 17:1
- For cartridges 310ml/10.5 fl oz
- Color: Black

**59-110**
Aluminium Barrel Applicator FX7-40
- Rotary barrel and ladder hook
- Rubber-coated handle and trigger
- Multiple-strength thrust block (resistance 6000N)
- Double slide bearings for smooth-running function
- Push plate optimized for complete emptying
- For high viscosity dispensing material
- Trigger ratio 17:1
- For cartridges 310ml/10.5 fl oz,
  Sausages 400ml/11.6 fl oz
- Color: Silver/Black/Turquoise

**59-106**
Aluminium Barrel Applicator FX7-60
- Rotary barrel and ladder hook
- Rubber-coated handle and trigger
- Multiple-strength thrust block (resistance 6000N)
- Double slide bearings for smooth-running function
- Push plate optimized for complete emptying
- For high viscosity dispensing material
- Trigger ratio 17:1
- For cartridges 310ml/10.5 fl oz,
  Sausages 400ml/11.6 fl oz,
  600ml/20.2 fl oz
- Color: Silver/Black/Turquoise

**59-150**
Side-By-Side Applicator FX7-34S
- Very sturdy tool with special hardened catch plate
- Double slide bearings for smooth-running function
- For high viscosity dispensing material
- Rubber-coated handle
- Trigger ratio 19:1
- For SBS-Dual component cartridges up to 345ml/11.6 fl oz and single 310ml/10.5 fl oz
- Color: Black

**59-153**
Coaxial Applicator FX7-38
- Heavy duty construction
- Strong catch plate
- Rubber-coated handle
- Trigger ratio 22:1
- For coaxial cartridges up to 380ml/12.8 fl oz
- Color: Black

**59-151**
Dual Component Applicator FX7-21DP
- Very sturdy construction
- Strong non-slipping catch plate
- Rubber-coated handle
- Trigger ratio 17:1
- For double cartridges 2 x 110ml/2 x 3.7 fl oz
- Color: Black

**59-144**
Screw Cap Pro Front
- Screw cap made of Aluminium
- Coarse thread (front)
- For 59-110 & 59-106
- Color: Black

**59-146**
Screw Cap Pro Back
- Screw cap made of Aluminium/Synthetic
- Fine thread (back)
- For 59-110 & 59-106
- Color: Black/Silver

**59-126**
Tube Nozzle Pro
- Nozzle with wide margin
- Tight fixing in cap
- For improved sausage performance
- For 59-110 & 59-106
- Color: White

**59-143**
Push Plate Pro
- Two-piece synthetic push plate with piston
- For complete emptying of sausages
- For 59-110 & 59-106
- Color: Black

---

**THE ONE STOP SOURCE FOR ALL YOUR WINDOW & DOOR HARDWARE**
## Foam Guns and Accessories

### 59-107 ERGO
- Light weight synthetic aluminum foam gun
- Metal tube and trigger
- Big adjusting screw for excellent grip
- Ergonomical, rubberized handle
- Color: Red/Black

### 59-109 Metal Lite-Plus
- Solid Pro metal foam gun
- PTFE coated needle and can adapter
- Large brass adjusting screw
- Tapered extrusion tube for high stability
- Rubberized handle for superior grip
- Color: Black/Red/Silver

### 59-156 Guardia X7
- Complete stick resistant PTFE coating
- Optimized, stronger can adapter
- Very good foam flow
- Precise foam adjusting with endstop function
- Rubber coated handle and trigger
- Doming sticker (great for private label)
- Color: Black/Red

### 59-181 Scuro Evo5
- Solid Metal Foam Gun
- Special PTFE Coating
- Tapered Tube for Improved Stability
- PTFE Coated Needle and Can Adapter
- Strengthened Universal Adapter
- Large Adjusting Screw

### 59-157 Extreme X7
- Flexible foam gun tube with joint
- For special duty on hard-to-reach places
- Optimized, stronger can adapter
- Precise dosage of foam flow
- Rubberized handle
- Doming sticker (great for private label)
- Color: Black/Red/Silver

### 59-158 Metal Lite XL
- Sturdy metal foam gun
- 60cm/1.97 ft tapered tube
- Rubber coated handle
- Non-slip brass adjusting knob
- Effortless working in confined spaces
- Foaming without a ladder
- Color: Grey/Black/Silver

### 59-149 Tube
- Plastic tubes for extension

### 59-147 Nozzle
- Plastic nozzles for foam guns

### 59-148 Fine Nozzle
- Nozzle attachment for special duty
- Color: Red

## Lithium-Ion Battery Caulking Gun

### 59-120 Powerjet-Li 310, 7.4V
- Automatic dripless function
- Stepless adjustable forward speed
- Rotary carriage
- Rubber-coated grip and trigger
- Built-in LED auxiliary light
- For cartridges 310ml/10.5 fl oz
- Color: Black/Red

### 59-154 Mortar Caulking Applicator X7-1000
- Heavy construction tool
- Wide catch plate
- Metal screw connection with handle
- Rubber coated handle and trigger
- Ladder hook
- Retaining clip secures tube
- Volume approx. 1000ml/33.8 fl oz
- Mortar Caulking Applicator X7-1000 is developed for clean and easy processing of mortar or joint sealer
- High stability and durability are guaranteed due to perfect fillings
- Precise application avoids dirty edges
- Possible usage at dry/ building construction, fire protection, etc.

### 59-169 Sealant Finisher
- Made of elastic plastic
- For several different joint sizes
- For inclined or round joints
- Easy to handle
- Four pieces in a box